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Abstract

A survey on administrative, organisational and technical aspects for the safe and efficient
operation of a 250 kW TRIGA Mark 11 research reactor is given. The replacement of the I&C
system is discussed, aintenance procedures are presented and the fuel management is
described.

1. Introduction

Of the presently operating 278 research reactors 160 reactors are older than 30 years and have been
constructed in a period where the licensing or safety requirements were far less stringent as of today.

Further each facility has particular characteristics due to it's location (near city at a university campus or

larger research centre away from the city), due to its utillsation (students training and education or
material research, isotope production etc.) and due to its position in the country's riftastructure (country

with a large nuclear program, country on the way to a nuclear program or country without any nuclear
program) existing system.

The TRIGA Mark 11 reactor Vienna is a good example of an old 40 years), low power 250 kW) research
reactor facility operating uniquely for students education and training in a country which has no nuclear

power program and who in fact alms to convince the neighbounng countries to abandon nuclear power.

In the past 40 years many efforts have been invested to keep the reactor facility in an excellent

organisational and technical state. On the organisational side the reactor group is responsible for the
routine reactor operation, for all repair-, maintenance- and modification work, for training and retraining

of reactor operators and for documentation of operational-, maintenance- and repair data. Maintenance-,

training- and failure data collection programs were established which, in some cases, have been also
implemented at research reactors with similar infrastructure.

Covering the more technical aspects of research reactors the reactor instrumentation has been modernised

recently to be the only TRIGA instrumentation outside the USA operating a digital I&C system. Special
optical inspection methods for the reactor tank and its internals were developed which have been also

applied at several other research reactors in Europe and overseas. Fuel management has been carried out
successfully in such a way that about 23 of the oginal core loading is still in use even with a high

utilisation factor and totally only fuel elements had to be eliminated from operation in 40 years.

This paper concentrates on the organisational and technical topics mentioned in the above paragraphs and

gives a survey on safety practices for a typical low power research reactor.

2. Organisational and administrative safety practices

When the TRIGA reactor was initially started up in 1962 no Atomic Law was established in Austria and

the reactor was licensed on an interim basis according to an environmental law, only in 1975 the reactor

was finally licensed under the Austrian Law for Radiation Protection. This required a number of new
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administrative and organisational procedures. One of them was to establish a reinspection and
maintenance plan covering all reactor related systems. This plan has been several times upgraded and
modified and is now in a well developed form [1]. It requires monthly, quarterly, semi-annually and
annual inspections of all safety related components. Some of the inspections have to be carried out iri
presence of a governmental appointed external expert, other are carried out by external certifier
companies. Special inspection forms for each component have been developed which are completed
during the 'inspection process. These forms are collected and submitted to te regulatory body once a year
for evaluation and are the basis for the annual renewal of operation permission. As an example it is
required that all nuclear channels are recalibrated once a year with an external signal generator, al
temperature channels (water and fuel temperature) have to be recalibrated with signal generators, all alarm
and scram settings have to be tested for its proper function. This work takes about 4 man-weeks.

A failure data collection system has been established where all component failures are recorded and
analysed for the failure cause, the failure mode, for the impact on reactor safety etc. A special event record
system has been developed 1], which allows further evaluation of the data for other purposes, i.e. fCT

probabilistic safety analysis. The TRIGA reactor Vienna also participates in the Incident Reporting
System for Research Reactors (IRSRR) established by te IAEA. In the past 40 years about 6 safety
related incidents had been reported to the RSRR most of them caused by experimental facilities around
the reactor. In summary the incidents were as follows:

• Overnight flooding of the rotary specimen rack (I 979)
• Sudden break-off of the absorber part of the transient rod from the guide rod (I 980)
• Inlet tube of an aerosol monitor drops into the pool and draining 30 litres of water 1984)
• Leakage of pneumatic transfer system near core terminal and consecutive spraying of contaminated

water when operated 1985)
• Leakage of pneumatic transfer system joints above pool water level and consecutive dust

contamination when system was operated 1989)
• Rupture of a pneumatic system coupling under the pool water level 2001)

More detailed information is available through the IRSRR system.

3. Technical safety practises

In order to keep the TRIGA reactor Vienna in an excellent technical state the I&C system has been
replaced three times in this period. Originally, the reactor started with an electronic tube type
instrumentation which operated until 1968. It was replaced by an analogue transistor type instrumentation

'I 1992. Finally, in 1992 a di ital computerised instrumentation was installed with sorne
operating unti 91
upgrading (Y2K) which is in operation now (Fig 1.). Of course, this upgrading was only possible due to
the financial support by the responsible Ministry of Science and Research and by the Technical University
Vienna. This documents also the interest of the Austrian Government in nuclear sciences in spite of strong
anti-nuclear tendencies.

It has to be mentioned, however, that the standard console offered by the supplier (General Atomics) had
to be modified considerably both in order to fulfil the Austrian safety requirements following German
standards and to allow efficient utillsation for training and education.

Another requirement is that all fuel elements have to be controlled for their elongation and bowing once a
year with a special underwater measuring tool. Elongation limits are given by the supplier 6.5 mm for Al
clad fuel and 254 m for SST clad fuel) and the measured values are compared with previous years
[2,3]. If a fuel element exceeds the maximum permissible elongation value it must be removed from te
core. Since 1962 only 9 fuel elements had to be removed from the core, of them due to excess
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elongation and 3 of them for fission product release. This measurement procedure accounts for about 2
man-weeks (Tab. 2.
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Fig 1. Diagram of the digital computerised instrumentation

Overall elongation since 1962 Number of fuel elements
in mm

< 3

I 1 7

1 - 2 18

2 - 3 20

3 - 4 1 1

4 - 7

- 6 3
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Table 2 Summary of fuel elongation measurements

Limits for fuel elongation set by fuel supplier: Al-clad fuel: 63 mm or 4 in

SST-clad fuel: 254 mm or 110 in
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Besides the fuel inspections mentioned above, core management and fuel acquisition is an important fct
for safe and efficient reactor operation. Fuel purchase started in 1965 in intervals of 2 to 3 years depending
on the fuel consumption due to reactor operation. The last acquisition of fuel was actually triggered by the
decommissioning of the TRIGA reactor Heidelberg, where it was possible to obtain standard TRIGA
fuel elements for symbolically I DEM each. Therefore, the total number of fuel elements at the facility are
104 while 9 of them have been removed permanently (Tab. 3.

Number of FE Location Cladding Enrichment Remarks
Al SST

80 + core 57 25 70 FE 20% 2 instr FE
2 stored 9 FE 70%

3 fresh fuel storage - 3 20% 2 instr FE
8 spent fuel storage 8 - 20% 1 instr FE
I hot storage I - 20% cut into 3 pieces

facility
total: 104 66 38

Table 3 Fuel element situation as per 1. 1. 2001

Other important procedures directly related to the safety of the facility are the development of nspection
and maintenance methods especially for the reactor core and core interrials. These methods have been
published at several other occasions 4,5] and are repeated here only in summary form. They consist of

• Optical underwater endoscope with different viewing angles
• High pressure waterjet to clean pool areas not directly accessible
• Tank cleaning pump with coarse and fine filters
• Pick up tool for small objects
• Miniature high density underwater lights
• Replica method

These methods have been developed and improved throughout the years and they were applied upon
request from the IAEA or from individual research reactor operators successfully at four European
research reactors 6] and at one overseas research reactor.

Off course, some of these maintenance methods described above are routinely applied at the TRIGA
reactor Vienna. For example every three months the reactor tank nterrials are cleaned with the high
pressure water 'et and deposits and dust from the tank bottom and below the core are stirred up. At the

J I
same time the tank cleaning pump is operated to filter the water and to remove particles which had been
stirred up with the water 'et. Objects visible with binoculars are picked up with the special pick up tool. In
addition to the annual ftiel elongation measurement, each fuel element is removed from the core, turned
and reinserted to check the free movement of fuel elements in their core position every 3 months.

Further important aspects of efficient and safe utilisation of research reactors is the constant nformation
exchange between other operators. Therefore, the Atominstitute Vienna participates regularly at the
following working groups:

• Arbeitsgemeinschaft Forschungsreaktoren (AFR = Genrian speaking reactor club) meets two-times a
year

• Research Reactor Operation Group (RROG) a subgroup of the European Atomic Energy SocietY
(EA-ES) meets once a year

• TRIGA Conference meets every two years
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Nuclear Society of Slovenia meets once a year
Research Reactor Fuel Management Conference, meets once a year

0 IGORR meets every 18 months

The participation is the basis of a very valuable information exchange of current technical and
administrative developments at an early stage and the personal contacts between the members are of
utmost importance.
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Session 4

Spent fuel management, corrosion
and degradation




